Saturday Morning Heroes
This super hero RPG operates on the theme of Saturday morning cartoons from the 1980’s and 1990’s. 
Examples: Captain Planet, Gargoyles, Powderpuff Girls, Silverhawks, Talespin, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Thundercats ,Transformers
Players collaborate to choose an overarching theme for their group of heroes, a name for their show, and each player then takes one of the four or five classic roles inherent to the genre:
	The Champion: Leads the group. Is the most noble and upright. Represents everything best about the team, and is frequently the closest to the mentor figure. Strengths include high (or at least developing) leadership skills, a decent amount of intelligence, high charisma, and being level-headed under pressure. Flaws might include being headstrong or stubborn, or highly self-critical and perfectionist. 
	The Ace: Second in command. A contrast to the Hero in temperament and personality, but with complementary abilities. Often capable of acting on his or her own. Strengths include a high level of mundane skills and ability beyond the group’s superhuman powers and a power level comparable to the Hero.  Flaws might include clashing personalities and wills with the Hero, a loner streak, or a dark past.
	The Brains: The smartest member of the group. The one who handles all the gadgets, science, or magic. Strengths include incredible leaps of deduction, being able to do ludicrous calculations mentally, and coming up with improvised solutions to problems in a pinch. Flaws might include being the physically weakest of the group, the most shy, or the most tempted to join the side of evil.
	The Brawn: The physically biggest, strongest, and toughest group member. Strengths include using the largest weapons, the heaviest armor, and sometimes a berserker-like rage that charges all that brawn into overdrive. Flaws might include being naive, gullible, having the lowest intelligence, or being slow-moving. 
	The Face: For groups that include five members, this role becomes available. The member of the group who can sympathize with all the other members. The one they all honestly like. The Face is inherently opposite to the other heroes in some way – gender, age, sex, race, orientation, or culture. Strengths include getting the other heroes to work together in order to save the day at the last minute, asking the right questions to lead the heroes to the answers they need in order to solve a problem, taking care of the villain’s victims in order to extract information from them, and providing some mundane but useful skill (cooking, game design, accounting, etc.) Possible flaws include vulnerability to kidnapping and other episodic hazards, being overwhelmed by emotion, or being romanced by the main villain. 

The Animator should use the first session – called an ‘episode’ – to introduce the players to the main Bad Guy of the campaign – called the ‘series.’ This Bad Guy will, of course, share in the hero’s theme in some way in order to be their dark mirror or opposite. The Animator will also need to come up with some recurring helpful mundane NPCs and some sort of guide or mentor figure for the heroes.  
Other Features of the Game:
	The PCs establish a home base where they will remain during downtime between adventures. Some episodes may take place entirely at the home base if they’re character-driven rather than plot-driven. The home base will have stats: Security (to guard against surprise attacks), Seclusion (to keep it from being discovered by the Bad Guy), and Assets (how big the headquarters are, how many floors it has, what equipment and technology is available, and general quality of life). Each player can contribute towards the home base’s details to make it as cool or quirky as they are. 
	Being based around a specific genre, the mechanics of the game should help the players to get into the tropes of that genre. These include:
	Developing a “catch phrase” that the team is known for. Using this during an episode should grant the PCs some kind of mechanical advantage.
	Developing a signature vice for the team to indulge in. Doing so grants something like a morale boost or faster recovery time. 
	The Animator should be given a chapter that goes into detail on the genre so that they can create episodes and villains that fit. Examples of such details include:
	Moronic mooks for the Bad Guy 
	Some larger, over-arching evil plan the Bad Guy is trying to accomplish
	Scenes where the Bad Guy explains the entire scheme to the heroes before trying to destroy them.
	Substitutions for regular real-life firearms (if applicable), typically laser beams. Animators are encouraged to use their imagination, however.
	The general structure of the RPG is episodic in nature, with each episode being relatively self-contained from others. Although characters will develop and change emotionally over the series, it is perfectly reasonable for certain glaring holes in logic to occur. For example: 
	The Bad Guy always managing to escape imprisonment or certain death until the Final Episode.
	Any major technological breakthroughs or special abilities/powers that come about during specific episodes may inexplicably vanish and never be brought up again.  


	The heroes do not grow in overt power or ability as in traditional RPGs. Their signature abilities and powers remain constant from the start of the series to the end. Rather, the mechanics of the game should allow the heroes to grow better and better at working as a team. You might also want to consider giving them a scale-able defensive stat that lets them take more and more punishment (characters in these shows tend to get physically and mentally tougher over time), and provide a stat that measures how popular/famous they are in the eyes of the public – perhaps as a kind of ‘morality check’ against players running amok.      



